Dreams are something very personal. If they take shape, the result is unique.

A tailor-made unique specimen.

A chef de cuisine one has achieved almost anything. But there is still the vision, the dream of the perfect working place.

**Kn-Küchenmeister** reflecting the individuality, perfection and ultimate attention to detail synonymous with the “master class” Tailor-made to the professional’s high demands and individual expectations of brilliant cooking.

Following a consultation with an experienced specialist of MnK, visions become reality. Almost anything is possible. A high individual master solution arises from a range of nearly unlimited variation possibilities. Eventually, the dream is within reach, a real KüchenMeister, your Küchenmeister, a truly unique specimen!

- Single or two-lines
- Whether 1.5m or 12m long
- Whether for one or twelve working places
- Design- or function-orientated
- With or without top board
- Understructure closed, open or on columns

The result is always an unique specimen of highest premium cooking technique: your KüchenMeister!

**Design**

Unlimited variations

**UNIQUE** Dreams are something very personal. If they take shape, the result is unique.
A tailor-made unique specimen.

A chef de cuisine has achieved almost anything. But there is still the vision, the dream of the perfect working place.

**MKN KüchenMeister** reflecting the individuality, perfection and ultimate attention to detail synonymous with the “master class”.

Tailor-made to the professional’s high demands and individual expectations of brilliant cooking.

Following a consultation with an experienced specialist of MKN, visions become reality. Almost anything is possible. A high individual master solution arises from a range of nearly unlimited variation possibilities. Eventually, the dream is within reach, a real KüchenMeister, your KüchenMeister, a truly unique specimen!

Every carefully planned and individually designed KüchenMeister creation is visualised in a 3D design drawing and enclosed with the tender documents.

Almost anything is possible! You create your KüchenMeister from size, number of the working places, organisation and equipment completely according to your individual desires!

- single or two-line
- whether 1.50 m or 12 m long
- whether for one or twelve working places
- design- or function-oriented
- with or without top board
- understructure closed, open or on columns

The result is always an unique specimen of highest premium cooking technique: Your KüchenMeister!
Brilliant combined. Your KÜCHENMEISTER.

Demands on possibilities become more and more complex. Only intelligent systems lead to the right way.

As with KÜCHENMEISTER, an individually combined system from the wide range of the entire MKN-ProCookingTechnique. Every element is a masterpiece in its own right. Under three millimetres of high-grade steel the premium appliances of superior technology combine together to an individual and perfect unit. Whether electric, gas or modern original MKN-Induction technology: in its specific configuration, KÜCHENMEISTER embodies an ideal adaptation of the personal wishes and demands of the client. With KÜCHENMEISTER, knowledge is "ability" at the same time.
More than 360 freely combinable variants of electric and gas appliances
Free choice and combination of all innovative MKN-energy systems *

**INDUCTION** the new generation of the original MKN high power surface induction in various sizes and connection values; quick energy transmission, highly efficient, easy to clean

**POWER** Innovative MKN-Laminate of high quality for all MKN-SUPRA-heating-systems: robust, low heat radiation, highest hygienic standards, great performance reserves, short heating-up times

**SUPRA** in all electric burner appliances; short heating-up times, even heat distribution, quick energy transfer with high efficiency

**VAPRO** for boiling kettles, a separate steam generator: high performance, very short cooking times, low energy demand, low service expenditure

for MINI-pressure boiling technology (pressure brat pan and pressure boiling kettle): quick, product-gentle, multifunctional

---

**Deep insights into**

**2-zone-induction 1-zone-induction with wok attachment**

**Griddle plate with MKN-PowerBlock**

**Boiling kettle with MKN-VAPRO**

**OptimaExpress compression cook boiler**

**Electric range surface induction (400 x 400 mm)**

Induction Zone

---

**Brilliant combined. Your KÜCHENMEISTER.**

Demands on possibilities become more and more complex. Only intelligent systems lead to the right way.

As with KÜCHENMEISTER:

An individually combined system from the wide range of the entire MKN-ProCookingTechnique.

Every element is a masterpiece in its own right. Under three millimeters of high-grade steel the pressure appliances of superior technology combine together to an individual and perfect unit. Whether electric, gas or modern original MKN-induction technology; in its specific configuration, KÜCHENMEISTER embodies an ideal adaptation of the personal wishes and demands of the client. With KÜCHENMEISTER, knowledge is “ability” at the same time.

---

* The described details of equipment are individual options for extra charge.
The creative function of KÜCHENMEISTER. Functions in perfect unison. Because the guarantee for durable cooking success on maximum standard only lies in the perfect interplay.

Chef de cuisine or head of the orchestra – is it pure chance that both are called „Maestro“?

With MKN-KÜCHENMEISTER professional cooks create the ideal unison between man and machine. KÜCHENMEISTER is full of creative ideas, brilliant features and practical functions as well as geared to its „Maestro“. Thus, even unerring actions are no problems in stressful moments.

With MKN-KÜCHENMEISTER professional cooks create the ideal unison between man and machine. KÜCHENMEISTER is full of creative ideas, brilliant features and practical functions as well as geared to its „Maestro“. Thus, even unerring actions are no problems in stressful moments.

HIGH FUNCTIONAL HANDLING
- KÜCHENMEISTER is adjusted to the individual type of the kitchen in form and combination of appliances
- an intelligent compact solution by means of efficiency in the course of work and combination of appliances
- high function of every single appliance unit

EXAMPLES OF FUNCTIONAL DETAILS*
- practical emptying systems
- hygienic under construction
- sub construction cooling
- warming cupboards and drawers
- placing, top and folding boards
- freely positional electrical sockets
- many variations on hand rails
- seamless and hygienic surface top of three millimetre in basic variations of 90°, 45° or round

Master of Performance
Practical emptying system
* The described details of equipment are individual options for extra charge.

For the great final, when the hands fly fast as thoughts, precision and reliability is needed. And a technique that joins in.

INSPIRING

Functions in perfect unison. Your KÜCHENMEISTER.
The creative function of Küchenmeister.

**High Functional Handling**
- Küchenmeister is adjusted to the individual type of the kitchen in form and combination of appliances.
- An intelligent compact solution by means of efficiency in the course of work and combination of appliances.
- High function of every single appliance unit.

**Examples of Functional Details**
- Practical emptying systems
- Hygienic under construction
- Sub construction cooling
- Warming cupboards and drawers
- Placing, top and folding boards
- Freely positional electrical sockets
- Many variations on hand rails
- Seamless and hygienic surface top of three millimetre in basic variations of 90°, 45° or round.

Master of Performance

References

Inspirings

Your Küchenmeister.

Because the guarantee for durable cooking success on maximum standard only lies in the perfect interplay.

Chef de cuisine or head of the orchestra – is it pure chance that both are called „Maestro“?

With MKN-Küchenmeister professional cooks create the ideal unison between man and machine. Küchenmeister is full of creative ideas, brilliant features and practical functions as well as geared to its „Maestro“. Thus, even stressful actions are no problems in stressful moments.

**Practical emptying systems**

*The described details of equipment are individual options for extra charge.*
Flawless finish. Your Küchenmeister.

Beauty comes from within", an ideal of an old tradition. When it comes to demands, honesty and quality, it is as present as never.

"Character traits" as they live in the Küchenmeister. Reasoned and brilliantly positioned details which represent themselves perfectly.

And only with all details together the Küchenmeister becomes perfect in aesthetic, form and function. The simplicity of application of all features and the reliability of your Küchenmeister is daily proven in the middle of stressful phases of a working day as well as afterwards with easy and quick cleaning.

Küchenmeister: truly valuable.

Unique and flawless.
An object of desire
which shines from within.
HYGIENE AND CLEANING*

- Seamless and hygienic surface top of three millimetre in basic variations of 90°, 45° or round
- Top plates available with rolled edge upon request
- Only the Küchenmeister is equipped with high quality, shapely, control knobs. All projecting edges of the top plate have drip protection and handle guard (no condensation or fluids on the control elements)
- Spill-off channels
- Heat and induction hobs seamlessly integrated
- Frying pan, griddle plates and pans tightly welded onto top plate with cleaning-friendly radii
- Griddle plate with MKN-PowerBlock made of special "sandwich-material" with cleaning-friendly CNS surface
- Griddle plate with MKN-PowerBlock tightly welded into top plate
- Fat fryer on plateau tightly welded into hygienic top plate
- Lowered boiling kettle tightly welded into hygienic top plate
- Hygienic substructure
- High automatic HACCP data recording

EXEMPLARY MODEL OF DETAILS /

- Unique rounded off design - spherical corners
- Box drawer in the apparatus structure
- Sliding doors
- Electrical modules freely positionable
- Hygienic surface top of three millimetre in basic variations of 90°, 45° or round

Flawless finish. Your Küchenmeister.

"Beauty comes from within", an ideal of an old tradition. When it comes to demands, honesty and quality, it is as present as never.

"Character tests" as they live in the Küchenmeister. Reasoned and brilliantly positioned details which represent themselves perfectly.

And only with all details together the Küchenmeister becomes perfect in aesthetic, form and function.

The simplicity of application of all features and the reliability of your Küchenmeister is daily proven: in the middle of stressful phases of a working day as well as afterwards with easy and quick cleaning.

Küchenmeister: truly valuable.
Prestige out of tradition. Quality on principle. Technology made of high-grade steel.

Sometimes things have “personality”: Things behind whose development and production stand special people.

For almost six decades MKN has been regarded as the perfect example of high innovation and efficiency from the master hand. Steady progress arises from a perfect harmony of high tech and skilled crafts on meanwhile 50,000 m² of production area. MKN conquers worldwide positions in the steadily growing market with this unique quality from Germany.

The Küchenmeister. Manufactured to individual measure, by skilled craftsmen. Innovative technologies, materials of highest quality, enthusiasm and an exemplary quality management guarantee to every Küchenmeister „personality“ and the individual certificate „masterpiece“.
The Perfection of the KÜCHENMEISTER

PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION AS REQUIRED
- KÜCHENMEISTER as an individually planned and designed single item construction based on most modern calculation bases
- use of approved MKN-technology and MKN systems
- optimal co-ordination of all functional units of MKN

PRODUCTION FROM MASTER HAND
- exceptional solidity and longevity assured by high-quality materials and careful production
- most modern production technologies: e.g. laser cutting technology, 3 point bend technology, welding robot facilities
- custom-made assembly by highly qualified and experienced craftsmen
- short transmission delays
- production on schedule

FLAWLESS FINISH
- surface finish and integration of the modules set special hygiene standards
- MKN-Quality-Management-System guarantees the interplay of all functional units and ensures the very highest safety standards are met

HIGH ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY
- delivery in one piece or according to customer's specification
- high energy efficiency of the applied function modules
- high-quality thermal insulation
- high reliability
- special durability

MASTERLY
...everything from one hand, everything optimally concerted!

High-tech in hand crafted quality.
Your KÜCHENMEISTER.

Prestige out of tradition.
Quality on principle.
Technology made of high-grade steel.
Sometimes things have “personality”: Things behind whose development and production stand special people.

For almost six decades MKN has been regarded as the perfect example of high innovation and efficiency from the master hand. Steady progress arises from a perfect harmony of high tech and skilled crafts on meanwhile 50,000 m² of production area. MKN conquers worldwide positions in the steadily growing market with this unique quality from Germany.

The KÜCHENMEISTER
Manufactured to individual measure, by skilled craftsmen. Innovative technologies, materials of highest quality, enthusiasm and an exemplary quality management guarantee to every KÜCHENMEISTER “personality” and the individual certificate „masterpiece“.

...everything from one hand, everything optimally concerted!
...but I can unhesitatingly evoke the hissing sound of an onion browning in oil, the syncopated rhythm of a knife mincing vegetables, the burble of the boiling pot into which unfortunate shellfish will fall in an instant, the crrrack of nuts being shelled, the patient song of the mortar grinding seeds; the liquid notes of wine being decanted into goblets, the chink of silver, crystal, and china on the table, the melodious murmur of after-dinner conversation, the satisfied sighs and the nearly imperceptible guttering of candles lighting the dinning room. These sounds for me have an effect nearly as powerful as the voice...

Isabel Allende, Aphrodite, A Memoir of the Senses